A novel plasmid series for in vitro production of phoA translational fusions and its use in the construction of Escherichia coli PhoE::PhoA hybrid proteins.
We have developed a series of vectors for easy construction of translational fusions with the phoA gene (encoding the periplasmic alkaline phosphatase, PhoA) in the three reading frames. One plasmid series carries a multiple cloning site (MCS) followed by a promoterless and leaderless 5'-truncated phoA ('phoA), which in turn is followed by a kanamycin-resistance-encoding gene (kan). Another plasmid series contains two identical inverted MCS flanking the phoA-kan cluster. These latter vectors are devised as phoA-kan cassette delivery vectors. In-frame cloning results in the production of hybrid PhoA proteins which display PhoA activity if successfully exported beyond the cytoplasmic membrane. In order to test these vectors, we have constructed hybrid PhoE::PhoA proteins, which were used to analyze the activity of the phoE promoter and identify the hybrid gene products.